This paper tackles the computational problems of Croatian verbal idioms. Croatian language has very rich phraseme structure, as described in Matešić ( 
Introduction
Idioms, or the non-literal expressions, are considered to be an important and quite large field of any language, but are believed to be especially rich in the Croatian language. They are often a topic of discussion for many linguists and Croatian language researchers. Various types of idioms are present in most styles of spoken and written language, although pertaining more to spoken and journalistic style. They can be found in many internet texts written by users, newspaper (especially sport and gossip), literature, and of course natural speech of native speakers when one tends to be more poetic or hyperbolic in their expression. On the other hand, they are rarely found in the scientific and specialized texts, since they constitute a type of speech which is not always specific and stylistically marked. The literature (Fink Arsovski et al., 2010) cites that the first papers on Croatian idioms were written not earlier than 1970-ies covering different aspects but also different variants of Croatian (contemporary, old, dialectal).
Although the existence of idioms in most (or all) languages is a known fact, they are not always so present in the computational analysis of natural language. The idioms pose as a difficult field for computational approach. This is due to few unavoidable factors: they are mostly multi-word in nature, their meaning is hard to grasp for a computer, and polysemy is frequent. Also, their cultural and historical nuances render them very difficult to process or translate without special preparation.
We believe that the approach for dealing with the idioms in Croatian language should be rule-based, and the NooJ was the ideal tool for the task. Provided that we assure the detailed syntactic description and categorization of idioms, NooJ can be used to construct grammars to detect any known idioms in a Croatian text. Using somewhat different approaches than we propose in this paper, NooJ has already been tried in the area of multi word expressions, including, among others, Bulgarian verbal idioms (Todorova, 2008), Italian support verb constructions (Chatzitheodorou, 2014) , English phrasal verbs (Machonis, 2010 (Machonis, , 2012 and Greek idioms (Gavrilidou et al., 2012).
Thus, this work describes the process of categorizing and describing the idioms, writing the grammars and testing them on corpora, using NooJ as the environment. We specifically concentrate on the most complex and most numerous type of idioms, those based on a verbal phrase. Idioms based on a verbal head take up a bigger portion of idioms, not only in Croatian but in other languages as well (Wehrli, 1998; Radikovna Sakaeva et al, 2013) . It is thus of a great importance that they are analyzed and classified with care so that their identification in text may serve as a good basis for any future work (e.g. translation, information retrieval, language learning (Granger et al., 2006) etc.).
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Methodology and corpora
As a starting point for this work, we collected idioms from the printed Croatian Dictionary of Idioms -CDI 2003) . We found there many syntactically different types of idioms, such as: a) fixed phrase which does not change in any syntactic environment b) noun phrase with an attribute or apposition c) verbal phrase with a direct object d) verbal phrase with the optional direct object which can disrupt the syntactic structure e) comparative structure (A/V as N).
In this article, we will provide the detailed analysis of the third and fourth category, i.e. verb based idioms. This work is a continuation of the work presented in Kocijan & Librenjak (to appear 2015) where general description of all the types is given and Kocijan & Librenjak (to appear 2016) where we described the comparative structures in more detail. Verbal phrases are most complex of all the types and require special attention, thus we chose to concentrate our interest on this type in more detail in this article.
After consulting the CDI, we analyzed all the verb-based idioms syntactically, taking special care when it comes to structures that can be disrupted with objects, those that can be inverted or negated. Closer research yielded more sub-types which will be discussed in latter chapters. In addition to CDI, additional idioms were found while working on this project and added to the corpus of idioms. This gives the cumulative number of approximately 1500 verb-based idioms which were analyzed for the purpose of this work. All the idioms were listed in the NooJ dictionary, along with their type, sub-type and possible objects.
In the following step, we constructed syntactic NooJ grammars in order to recognize verbal idioms in all possible contexts and syntactic variations that can come to being in the Croatian language. As this is the most important part of this work, it is discussed at length in the sections that follow, along with the grammars, corpora for both training corpus and testing corpus needed to be constructed.
The training corpus was used in order to improve the grammars during their construction period, and it was constructed specifically for the purposes of our idioms research. This is a smaller corpus of approximately 60 Kw (60 000 words). It consists of sentences from Croatian newspaper articles and contemporary Croatian authors and each sentence has at least one version of the processed idioms 1 . Subsequently, finished grammars were tested on the web based Croatian corpus sample (Agić and Ljubešić, 2014) , and compared with manually marked results. Sentences were extracted randomly, and a corpus of approximately 100 Kw (100 000 word) was built. Each sentence was manually checked and marked if an idiom was found. This enabled us to get statistical measures of our grammars, such as recall, precision and fmeasure. The results are described in the Evaluation section of the article.
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Verb-based Idioms
Verbs that are part of a comparative MWU (Verb as NP, Verb as PP or Verb as NP+PP) are placed into the category 5c (Kocijan, Librenjak, to appear). Such examples are buljiti kao tele u šarena vrata, čekati kao ozeblo sunce, govoriti kao iz knjige. Also, those MWUs that have a verb in a fixed position and no variation i.e. the verb never changes gender, number, person or tense, are placed in the category 1 (nije šala, ni pas s maslom ne bi pojeo, povuci-potegni, pričam ti priču). They are listed in the dictionary as simple entries (Kocijan, Librenjak, to appear) 2 and belong to fixed expressions, as termed by Sag et al. (2002) .
Verbs appearing as a head of an idiom that undergo any type of morphological variation as well as word order variations and short insertions belong to Type 3 and Type 4 classes of idioms. Each of these classes belongs to syntactically flexible expressions (Sag et al., 2002) , thus their subtypes (7 and 8 respectively) describe different syntactic patterns.
We use the following model to describe these two classes inside the NooJ dictionary: the verb (used in the idiom) is considered to be the main entry in the dictionary while the remaining of the phrase is entered as the verb's semantic description using the notation PX, SUFX, SUFXA, SUFXB, SUFXC and SUFXV. The main entry is marked as a category verb (V) with additional feature PHR (short for phrase) and special feature FXC. This special feature in NooJ is associated with lexical entries "that must not result in real annotations" but remain visible to the syntactic grammar (Silberztein, 2003 ). This way we are able to avoid the unnecessary annotations of the text if only the verb is used in a sentence. Thus, only if the entire expression is recognized (verb and its suffix part/s) the string will be annotated as an idiom. In all other cases, each word will be annotated as a single lexical unit with the lexical information that inherits from the dictionary and related grammars. Since verbs change their form (gender, number, tense, person), each dictionary entry is also provided with the FLX value so that any variation is recognized. Also, each entry has its type (Type=3|4) and subtype (SType=a|b|m|n|p|v|w and SType=a|b|c|d|e|f|g|p) defined. This classification of types and subtypes is used inside the corresponding syntactic grammars for the purposes of constraining and annotating the recognized strings. The distribution of types, subtypes and PX, SUFX, SUFXA, SUFXB, SUFXC and SUFXV used in the dictionary is given in Fig. 1 .
Although there are 605 type 3 and 592 type 4 main entries in the dictionary, there are more than 1197 verbal idioms that we recognize. This is possible since one dictionary entry may hold more than one SUFX, SUFXA and/or SUFXB values. Many of our dictionary entries have more than one possible variants (ex. staviti bubu u uho = staviti buhu u uho). Regardless the fact that some are more widely used than others (Fink and Menac, 2008) , we have decided on including all available variants. Thus the idioms baciti prašinu u oči and baciti pijesak u oči (en lit : 'throw dust into the eyes' and 'throw sand into the eyes', meaning 'to deceive someone') have only one dictionary entry with two SUFXA attributes and one SUFXB attribute (since it is same for both variants):
 baciti, NW+FLX=BIRATI+Type=3+SType=a+SUFXA=prašinu +SUFXA=pijesak+SUFXB=u oči In the following two sections we will discuss type's 3 and 4 forms, grammars used for their detection and will provide examples of both dictionary entries and concordances for each subtype.
Type 3 and subtypes
The main difference between type 3 and type 4 idioms is that type 3 has continuous suffix section while type 4 allows discontinuity i.e. insertion of noun or prepositional phrases. In order to facilitate our grammars, we have decided on the following subcategorization of type 3 verbal idioms:
SType=a category allows for the verb and the suffix to be interrupted with some other word categories, but the entire suffix (if it is built from two sections like SUFXA and SUFXB) must remain uninterrupted (see Fig2. for the segment of 3a grammar 
Fig. 2. Grammar for recognizing verbal idioms Type 3a
SType=b is similar to the SType a but it uses SUFX and SUFXB attributes. The first one holds the obligatory part of expression that must always appear next to the verb, while the SUFXB holds an elective part of the expression that may or may not appear in order for the idiom to be valid. SType=m has two verbs, one on the each side of the idiom, both of which may change in tense, gender, person and number all of which must match between the both verbs in order for the expression to be recognized. ─ rezati,V+PHR+FXC+Type=3+SType=m+FLX=PODIZATI+SUFX=na kojoj+ SUFXV= sjediti o rezati granu na kojoj sjediš -en lit to cut the branch you are sitting on SType=n uses verbs that exist in an idiom only if negated, thus the expression 'nije vidio ni prst pred nosom' is marked an idiom, while the same construction without the negation 'nije' is not ('vidio je prst pred nosom'). Grammar recognizing this subtype is given in Fig. 3 . SType=v has two verbs (both verbs have to match in person, gender, number and tense) and have an expression 'nit | niti' before each verb. The grammar for subtypes v and w is given in Fig. 5 (lower path) .
─ smrdjeti,V+PHR+FXC+Type=3+SType=v+FLX=STIDJETI+SUFX=mirisati
o niti smrdi nit miriši -en lit it neither stinks nor smells SType=w is similar to the subcategory v as it also has two verbs that must match in person, gender, number and tense, but the two verbs are connected with a conjunction 'i' (en. and) (see upper path in Fig. 5 ).
─ žariti, NW+Type=3+SType=w+FLX=BILJEŽITI+SUFX=paliti
o on žari i pali -en lit he anneals and burns
Type 4 and subtypes
As already noted, the main characteristic of type 4 verbal idioms is that the main verb requires noun phrase or prepositional phrase in particular case (Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative, Locative or Instrumental) to be present in the sentence. Thus, this type allows for the insertion of an NP and/or a PP after the verb but also, although rarely, between the suffix sections. It is also possible that an NP or PP required by the verb is outside of the idiom borders, i.e. it occurs in the text before or after the verbal idiom. In such cases, the verbal idiom is recognized without the NP/PP section.
Another quite frequent insertion is that of an additional attribute(s) or pronoun either between a verb and a SUFX section or between SUFXA and SUFXB sections. In the later case, SUFXA is always a preposition. Examples for this would be osvojio (njeno) srce where an idiom 'to win a heart' has additional pronoun 'her' ('he won her hurt') while ubacio je buhu u (njegovo malo) uho has a pronoun (njegovo) and an adjective (malo) inserted between SUFXA=u and SUFXB=uho (en lit he inserted a bug into (his little) ear).
Verbal idioms of type 4 are further subcategorized into the following 8 subtypes: SType=a has the verb that requires dative construction which may be inserted between a verb and the remaining part of the expression or it can appear between SUFXA and SUFXB.
─ baciti,V+PHR+FXC+Type=4+SType=a+FLX=BACITI+SUFXA=rukavicu+ SUFXB= u lice The grammar (Fig. X) 
─ dogurati,V+PHR+FXC+Type=4+SType=p+FLX=SJATI+SUFX=daleko
o oni će daleko dogurati -en lit they will get far and away.
Evaluation
In this section, we will give the results (P=precision, R=recall and F=f measure) for each category (3 and 4) separately and in total to get a better understanding of graphs used for recognizing each category.
The problems we encountered may be divided into three different categories that we will exemplify in the following paragraphs. The examples that were not recognized by our grammars are mostly due to the long distances between MWU sections or inserted comma sign. This is also, out of three, the most numerous category of unrecognized idioms. where the idiom stajao glave (meaning 'to cost someone his/her life') was falsely recognized. The similar situation is with the sentence:
o Samo se htio poigrati s tvojim psićem i slučajno mu je stao na rep.
where the expression stao na rep exists as an idiom meaning 'to stop someone', but in this case it is used in its literal meaning (he stepped on his tail). The last group of unrecognized idioms belongs to colloquial usage of language, i.e. to colloquialized idioms. Since our dictionary has idioms written only in standard Croatian language, such colloquial examples remain unrecognized by our grammars.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued for a grammar driven approach to two types of verbbased idioms in Croatian. We collected the idioms from Croatian Dictionary of Idioms 2003) and described them syntactically. For verbs, we found two distinct categories -one that cannot be interrupted with the insertion of an inflected word, and one that can. Since this work is a continuation of our comprehensive approach to idioms as MWE (Kocijan and Librenjak, to appear 2015), we refer to the verb-based idioms as types 3 and 4, as other types are described in other articles. After describing them, we constructed the NooJ grammars for both types and all of their subtypes. Although we have covered all of the examples found in Menac et al. (2003) , the list of verb-based idioms is still not complete and can be extended with additional ones, for example (Fink 
